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We calculate flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC) processes with
top-quark production via anomalous couplings at LHC energies. We report on progress on the FCNC processes gu → tZ, gu → tγ and gu → tg.
We go beyond leading order and include soft-gluon corrections through
next-to-next-to-leading order.
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Introduction

Top quark production can probe various physics beyond the Standard Model, including flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC). In various new physics models such
FCNC processes involve anomalous couplings of the top quark.
The effective Lagrangian involving anomalous couplings of a t, q pair to electroweak bosons is the following:
∆L1 =

1
e κtqV t σµν q FVµν + h.c.,
Λ

(1)

where Λ is an effective scale which we set equal to the top quark mass, e is the
elementary charge, κtqV is the anomalous FCNC coupling, with q a u- or c-quark
and V a photon or Z-boson, FVµν are the usual photon/Z-boson field tensors, and
σµν = (i/2)(γµ γν − γν γµ ) with γµ the Dirac matrices. We note that t-u-Z and t-u-γ
couplings numerically dominate the FCNC cross sections, while charm contributions
are small due to the small charm parton densities.
Similarly, the Lagrangian that involves anomalous top couplings with gluons is
∆L2 =

1
gs κqgt t σ µν T a χ q Gaµν + h.c.,
Λ

(2)

where gs is the strong coupling, κqgt is the anomalous coupling, T a are the Gell-Mann
matrices, χ = f L PL + f R PR with PL (PR ) the left (right) hand projection operator,
and Gaµν is the gluon field tensor.
Historically, HERA and Tevatron have looked for these processes and set limits on
the relevant anomalous couplings. More recently, the LHC has been used to search for
FCNC processes in the top-quark sector. ATLAS has set limits of κugt /Λ < 6.9×10−3
TeV−1 and κcgt /Λ < 1.6 × 10−2 TeV−1 [1].
In this contribution we study higher-order corrections that arise from soft-gluon
emission to FCNC top quark processes. In particular we study the processes gu → tZ,
gu → tγ, and gu → tg. The first two have already been studied in some detail in
[2] where the one-loop soft-anomalous dimensions were calculated and approximate
next-to-leading order (NLO) and next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) analytical
expressions were derived. Also in [2] the cross sections for FCNC production via
gu → tZ and gu → tγ were calculated for Tevatron energy and the higher-order
corrections were found to be important. Here we update these calculations for LHC
energies. We also consider soft-gluon corrections for the process gu → tg. For more
details on soft-gluon resummation and its applications to Standard Model top quark
processes, including top-pair and single-top production, see the review in [3].
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Figure 1: Lowest-order Feynman diagrams for gu → tZ.

gu → tZ
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We begin with FCNC top production via the process gu → tZ. The leading-order
(LO) diagrams are shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 2: (Left) LO, approximate NLO, and approximate NNLO results for gu → tZ
at 8 TeV LHC energy. (Right) Approximate NNLO results for gu → tZ at 7 and 8
TeV LHC energies.
In Fig. 2 we show results for the cross section for this process at LHC energies
as a function of top quark mass, mt . We use the MSTW2008 NNLO parton densities
[4] and choose κtuZ = 0.1. We also set the factorization and renormalization scales
equal to the top quark mass. The left plot shows the LO and approximate NLO
and NNLO cross sections at 8 TeV LHC energy. We see that the higher-order softgluon corrections significantly increase the cross section. The right plot compares the
approximate NNLO results at 7 TeV and 8 TeV energies at the LHC.
The NLO approximate corrections (i.e. the NLO soft-gluon corrections) provide
an around 33% increase over the LO cross section at 7 and 8 TeV LHC energies.
The sum of the NLO and NNLO approximate corrections provides a total increase
of around 40% over the LO cross section at both 7 and 8 TeV energies, which is
2

very significant. It is interesting to note that the percentage size of the corrections is
similar to those at Tevatron energy as calculated in [2].
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Figure 3: Lowest-order Feynman diagrams for gu → tγ.
We continue with the process gu → tγ. In Fig. 3 we show the lowest-order
diagrams for this process. Analytical results for the NLO and NNLO soft-gluon
corrections were given in [2] where numerical results for Tevatron energy were also
shown.
Here we consider this process in pp collisions at the LHC. Again, the NLO softgluon corrections provide a considerable increase of the LO cross section, around 25%
or more at 7 and 8 TeV LHC energies. However, the NNLO approximate corrections
are small (a few percent) and negative, in contrast to tZ production.
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gu → tg

Finally, we study the process gu → tg which we have not considered before. As
mentioned in the Introduction, ATLAS has set limits on the anomalous coupling
for this process [1] and it is important to find how the limits may be affected from
changes in the cross section due to higher-order corrections. The color structure of
this process is considerably more complicated than for tZ and tγ production since
here there is a gluon in the final state. In fact the soft anomalous dimensions are 3 ×3
matrices in color exchange and they are currently being calculated. More results will
be reported elsewhere.
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Conclusions

Top quark production via FCNC processes may proceed via various anomalous couplings of the top quark in physics beyond the Standard Model. We have studied
several such processes and calculated higher-order corrections through NNLO from
soft-gluon emission; such corrections are known to dominate the cross section for top
3

quark Standard Model processes so it is natural to assume the same for FCNC top
quark processes. We find that the contributions from these corrections at LHC energies are rather large, up to around 40% for gu → tZ and 25% for gu → tγ. The
process gu → tg is theoretically more complicated and is currently under study.
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